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records: explanation in terms of leaking modes
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Abstract The January 18, 2010, shallow earthquake

in the Corinth Gulf, Greece (Mw 5.3) generated un-

usually strong long-period waves (periods 4–8 seconds)

between the P - and S -wave arrival. These periods, be-
ing significantly longer than the source duration, indi-

cated a structural effect. The waves were observed in

epicentral distances 40–250 km and were significant on
radial and vertical component. None of existing veloc-

ity models of the studied region provided explanation

of the waves. By inverting complete waveforms we ob-
tained an 1-D crustal model explaining the observation.

The most significant feature of the best-fitting model

(as well as the whole suite of models almost equally

well fitting the waveforms) is a strong velocity step at
depth about 4 km. In the obtained velocity model, the

fast long-period wave was modeled by modal summa-

tion and identified as a superposition of several leaking
modes. In this sense, the wave is qualitatively similar to

PL or Pnl waves, which however are usually reported in

larger epicentral distances. The main innovation of this
paper is emphasis to smaller epicentral distances. We
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studied properties of the wave using synthetic seismo-

grams. The wave has a normal dispersion. Azimuthal

and distance dependence of the wave partially explains

its presence at 46 stations of 70 examined. Depth de-
pendence shows that the studied earthquake was very

efficient in the excitation of these waves just due to its

shallow centroid depth (4.5 km).
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waveform inversion · Corinth Gulf, Greece · Efpalio
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1 Introduction

Observations of long-period seismic waves appearing in

seismograms between P - and S -wave onsets have been
reported since the early 1930’s by Somwille, who also

introduced the name PL (P -long). This information can

be found in Oliver and Major (1960) who provided an
explanation in terms of leaking modes and dispersion

curves. Su and Dorman (1965) related PL waves to a

crust-mantle wave-guide. The waves were observed on

various oceanic and continental paths, in epicentral dis-
tances 400–5500 km and periods ranging between 5 and

35 s and were reported as a general phenomena.

The PL wave was investigated theoretically since
the 60’s. Phinney R. (1961) studied analytically 3 cases:

(i) the propagation of leaking modes in a halfspace,

(ii) solid halfspace in contact with liquid halfspace and
(iii) two halfspaces in welded contact. He showed that

leaking modes correspond to complex roots of disper-

sion equation. Gilbert (1964) analyzed the propagation

of PL waves in stratified elastic halfspace.Dainty (1971)
calculated phase and group velocity dispersion curves

and attenuation curves for different leaking modes in

multilayered elastic halfspace.
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Helmberger and Engen (1980) introduced the name

Pnl wave for wave groups consisting of Pn and PL wave.
Patton and Doser (1988) showed that the Pnl wave is

usable for point source inversion from regional records.

Saikia and Burdick (1991) studied the nature of the fine
structure of Pnl waves and found that it is sensitive to

the velocity gradient near the free surface.

PL and Pnl waves are used in seismology mostly

for structural studies. Shaw and Orcutt (1984) deter-
mined the crustal thickness of the Tibetan Plateau us-

ing synthetic seismograms of PL waves obtained by

wave number integration. Holt and Wallace (1990) ex-
amined crustal thicknesses and upper mantle velocities

in the same region by Pnl waveform inversion. Fujita

and Nishimura (1993) estimated the crustal velocity

structure of Japan using waveform modeling of PL wave
after proving its resolution in many numerical test. Sav-

age and Helmberger (2004) used Pnl waves to calibrate

the site response and the amplification factor. Tan et

al. (2010) used Pnl waves for path calibration and point

source inversion.

Another well-known fast long-period wave is the

W phase (Kanamori 1993). This wave is usually ex-
plained as a superposition of the fundamental, first, sec-

ond and third overtones of spheroidal modes or Rayleigh

waves. Its periods lie in the range of 100–1000 s in dis-

tances of thousands of kilometers and group velocities
are 4.5–9 km/s. Thanks to them, it is very useful for

rapid determination of the source parameters and for

tsunami warning (Kanamori and Rivera 2008). Con-
trary to the PL wave, this phase does not require any

leaking-modes explanation. The high velocity is con-

trolled by penetration depth.

Numerical modeling of PL waves and of similar phases
is possible by means of tools for the calculation of com-

plete wavefield, e.g. by the Discrete Wavenumber method

where leaking modes are included, as shown by Bou-

chon and Aki (1977) and Bouchon (1981). Helmberger

and Engen (1980) simulated the PL waves by the ray

summation in a layer over a halfspace. Haddon (1984)

showed that leaking modes can be obtained by modal
summation in the same way as Rayleigh wave, consid-

ering complex solution of the dispersion equation.

Nevertheless, a detailed numerical analysis of ob-

served PL waves and their properties has been quite
rare so far. For example, we are not aware of any study

devoted to these waves at near-regional distances.

On January 18, 2010, a Mw 5.3 earthquake occurred

in the Gulf of Corinth, Greece . Seismic records of this

earthquake attracted our attention because of strong
long-period (4–8 s) waves between P - and S -wave ar-

rival in epicentral distances 40–250 km. Therefore, the

main goal of this paper is to discuss nature of these

specific phases in terms of the PL waves and describe

their properties.

This paper starts with the description of the obser-
vation and data used. Since we were unable to success-

fully simulate this wave in existing crustal models of the

studied region, we apply the complete waveform inver-
sion to obtain a velocity model supporting the PL wave.

Then we resolve contributing modes by modal summa-

tion and, based on synthetic seismograms, we describe
properties of the PL wave.

2 Observation of Fast Long-Period Waves

The Efpalio 2010 earthquake sequence occurred in the

western part of the Gulf of Corinth, Greece (Sokos et

al. 2012). The strongest event of the sequence was an
earthquake with magnitude 5.3, exhibiting normal fault-

ing along E–W trending planes (Table 1).

We inspected 70 broadband seismic stations in epi-

central distances 12–600 km. The records were instru-

mentally corrected and rotated to the radial-tranverse-
vertical (RTZ) system. A noticeable fast long-period

wave was observed at more than half of the stations

(Fig. 1). The wave is significant in a considerable num-
ber of the stations in epicentral distances 40–250 km,

having its amplitude of the same order as the seismo-

gram maximum in the surface-wave group. At some
other stations the wave is present, but much weaker.

There are a few stations where the wave is visually not

apparent. As observed in Fig. 1, the wave occurrence

has no simple dependence on azimuth and epicentral
distance although the north-south direction seems to

predominate. The wave has period 4–8 seconds and it

is seen on radial and vertical component between the P-
and S-wave arrival (Fig. 2). The latter suggests its re-

lation to Rayleigh waves, while the large group velocity

suggests its relation to some higher modes. Hereafter,
we will refer to the wave as PL wave, because of qualita-

tive similarity to PL or Pnl waves described at regional

distances and longer periods.

3 Inversion of Crustal Structure

We started with attempts to simulate the observed PL

wave by the forward modeling in the existing regional

crustal models (Novotný et al. 2001, 2008, 2012; Rigo et

al. 1996; Latorre et al. 2004). All existing models gener-

ated a very weak PL wave, if any. There are also some
tomografic model of the studied region (e.g. Karagianni

et al. (2005); Latorre et al. (2004)), but their resolution

in the shallow depths is limited. To find another model,
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better explaining the PL wave, we inverted full wave-

forms into a 1-D crustal model. The crucial advantage
of the full waveform inversion is its ability to use in-

formation contained in many wavegroups of the record

without need to identify the individual wavegroups with
a specific mode. We used a subset of 9 stations with

strong PL wave, namely stations MAM, DRO, EVR,

RLS, GUR, AMT, LTK, VLX and PYL in epicentral
distances 36–170 km.

The Discrete Wavenumber method (Bouchon 1981;

Coutant 1989) is used for forward problem solution.
The Neighborhood Algorithm (Sambridge 1999) is used

for stochastic search, providing an ensemble of models

that preferentially sample the good data-fitting regions
of parameter space, rather than finding just a single

best-fitting model.

Observed and synthetic seismograms were filtered
by acausal four-parameter bandpass filter 0.02-0.05-0.10-

0.20 Hz, which is flat between 0.05 and 0.10 Hz, and

there are cosine tapers at the edges. The misfit m is
defined as

m =

∑

stat

∑

comp

∫
W (t, stat) (o(t)− s(t))

2
dt

∑

stat

∑

comp

∫
W (t, stat)o(t)2dt

, (1)

where t is time, o(t) and s(t) is the observed and syn-

thetic seismogram, respectively, and comp stands for
summing over seismogram components and stat over

stations. W (t, stat) is weighting function used to em-

phasize typical interval of PL wave (in particular, W =
2 between ray-theoretical P - and S -wave arrival and

W = 1 elsewhere). Point source synthetics were cal-

culated for the centroid location and the focal mecha-

nism of Table 1. The moment-rate time function is 1-
second triangle. Its duration corresponds to magnitude

of the event. However, compared to the characteristic

period of the wave of interest and the filtration men-
tioned above, the shape of the time function is unim-

portant for the inversion. A small source timeshift (up

to 2 s) is allowed around location-provided origin time.
We inverted thicknesses of layers and P - and S -wave

velocities in the uppermost 10 km of crust. Considering

prevailing period of the PL wave (∼ 5 s) we suppose

that the deeper structure is less important. Densities
have been evaluated by an empirical formula and qual-

ity factors QP and QS were fixed to values 300 and

150, respectively. Deeper layers were fixed according to
an ongoing parallel study. The used parametrization is

shown in Table 2.

Characteristic feature of the result (Fig. 3) is that
the best models appear to be composed of 3 layers. Re-

markable velocity step of both vP and vS velocities is

at depth of 4 km, the topmost 2 km have higher vP /vS

ratio than the rest of model. The best fitting model well

reproduces the PL wave (Fig. 4) in contrast to the ex-
isting crustal models. These results proved to be stable

in many additional tests as altering parametrization,

changing the set of inverted stations, etc. Naturally,
the obtained model of the uppermost 10 km may be

influenced by uncertainty of the deeper layers which we

represented by a fixed model. Although non-unique and
possibly deviating from the real structure, the obtained

model is a useful tool for interpretation of the PL wave

nature and properties in the following sections.

4 Theoretical Interpretation of PL Wave

We used the best-fitting model obtained in the previ-

ous section to find a theoretical interpretation of the PL
wave. To this goal, synthetic seismograms were forward

simulated by three methods: (i) The Discrete Wavenum-

ber (DWN) method gives complete wave field, but it

does not explain the nature of the individual wave-
groups. (ii) Standard modal summation (code from Com-

puter Programs in Seismology by Herrmann (2004))

gives normal (fundamental and higher) modes of sur-
face waves existing in a given velocity model, corre-

sponding to real roots of dispersion equation. (iii) Ex-

tended modal summation make it possible to calculate
almost complete synthetic seismograms (including leak-

ing modes) by the “locked mode approximation” (Her-

rmann 2004). Technically, the extended modal summa-

tion is performed by adding an artificial high velocity
cap zone at great depth to the given velocity model (in

this paper we use vP 11 km/s below depth of 330 km).

After this modification, the leaking modes correspond-
ing to complex roots of the dispersion equation in the

original model formally become the normal modes cor-

responding to real roots.
Comparison of the three methods (Fig. 5) enables

the interpretation. Standard modal summation (for 100

modes) strongly differs from DWN, it agrees only at

wavegroups of surface waves in the later part of seismo-
gram. Extended modal summation agrees with DWN in

broader temporal range, except P body wavegroup, but

including fast long-period wave between 30–50 s.
To identify which modes contribute the PL wave, we

calculated seismograms by summing the first n modes;

the calculation was repeated for n varying from 0 to 35.
It was found that PL wave is absent when we sum less

than 8 modes. We need to sum at least 20 modes to

create the PL wave. Subsequent build-up of the wave

is illustrated in Fig. 6, even better demonstrated by
the animation in electronic supplement. To illustrate

the role of the individual n-th mode, we subtract sum

of n − 1 modes from the sum of n modes. We found
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that the contribution of every mode is weak (see again

Fig. 6), obviously the PL wave is a superposition of
several modes. Because none of these modes is present

in the standard modal summation (i.e. without the high

velocity cap) we can clearly identify them (and thus also
the PL wave) as leaking modes.

As a validation, we repeated the same comparison in

another crustal model (black dashed line in Fig. 3) and
in different epicentral distances; the results remained

nearly the same. When we strongly increased the num-

ber of modes summed (up to 500), the result did not

change. Another test addressed the effect of the arti-
ficial, high velocity cap zone used in extended modal

summation. When we decreased vP from 11 to 10 km/s

in the added halfspace and shifted its boundary from
330 to 130 km, the numbers of modes mostly contribut-

ing the PL waves changed rapidly (in this case, the

main contributing modes were 4–9), although the sum
remained almost the same. It means that the extended

summation can be understood as an approximation in

which the individual modes have only formal meaning,

and only the sum of modes has the physical meaning.
Partial conclusion of this section is as follows: the

PL wave can be modeled by DWN and extended modal

summation. Extended modal summation, in contrast to
DWN, enables clear interpretation of the PL wave as

a superposition of leaking modes. Specific number of

modes needed depends on technical realization of the
locked mode approximation.

5 PL Wave Properties

We used the best-fitting model found in Section 3 to de-
scribe some properties of the PL wave using synthetic

seismograms. We tested dependence of the amplitude

of the wave on receiver azimuth, receiver distance and
source depth (Fig. 7). We evaluated ratio of the am-

plitudes of PL wave and Rayleigh wave in synthetic

displacement records calculated by modal summation.

We found that the wave is strongest in direction per-
pendicular to strike and nearly independent on receiver

distance in range 60–200 km. These dependencies give

a possible partial explanation of the observed PL-wave
amplitudes, namely the predominance of the PL wave

in the north-south direction, i.e. perpendicularly with

respect to the fault strike (Fig. 1).
The ratio of amplitudes of the PL wave and Rayleigh

wave is strongly dependent on the source depth, reach-

ing its maximum at the hypocentral depth about 5 km,

similar to the hypocentral depth of the studied earth-
quake. The dependence on source depth is related to

eigenfunctions of modes contributing the wave (Fig. 7,

panels c and d).

The frequency-time analysis of synthetic records in

the best-fitting model was performed (program SVAL
by Koĺınský (2004), version 2011). It has shown that the

PL wave has normal dispersion. An example is shown

in Fig. 8 where we compare dispersion curves for ra-
dial and transverse components at four stations. Small

differences between the curves in Fig. 8 are related to

problems to identify a correct branch of the dispersion
curve when the PL wave is overlapping in the analyzed

seismogram with other waves. The synthetic dispersion

curves are not compared with real ones in this paper.

It is because the real dispersion curves are path depen-
dent due to laterally varying 3D crustal structure. This

variation (and derivation of a suite of 1D models along

the individual path groups) will be investigated in a
separate paper. In this paper, focused on the nature of

the PL wave, the 1D model is sufficient.

6 Conclusion

We investigated fast long-period waves (PL waves) ob-

served in most of 70 records of Efpalio 2010 earthquake

in the epicentral distances of 40–250 km. The study
is innovative in four aspects: (i) Physical properties of

similar waves have been mostly discussed in larger epi-

central distances (> 400 km) in the previous papers. We
extend the study to smaller distances. (ii) Successful

simulation of such waves in not straightforward. None

of the previous velocity models explained the observa-
tion. We found a suite of successful models by full wave-

form inversion performed by the Discrete Wavenumber

method and by the Neighborhood Algorithm. (iii) In

contrast to most of published papers dealing with an-
alytical solution in a simple model, we performed a

numerical modeling in multilayered media. (iv) Three

different methods of the seismogram simulation were
comprehensively combined.

By modal summation we showed that the PL wave is

created by a superposition of several leaking modes of

Rayleigh waves. The PL wave has normal dispersion.
Azimuthal and distance dependence of the PL wave

provides a possible partial explanation of spatial pat-

tern of the PL-wave existence and strength. The Efpalio
earthquake was particularly efficient in the PL-wave ex-

citation due to its shallow centroid depth of 4.5 km.
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Table 1 Parameters of the Efpalio earthquake according to
Sokos et al. (2012).

origin time January 18, 2010 15:56:09.8 UTC
hypocenter 38.419◦ N, 21.915◦ E, depth 6.6 km
centroid 38.422◦ N, 21.941◦ E, depth 4.5 km
seismic moment 0.97 · 1017 Nm
moment magnitude Mw 5.3
nodal planes 102◦ / 55◦ / −83◦

(strike / dip / rake) 270◦ / 36◦ / −100◦

Table 2 Parametrization of the inverse problem used. There
are 11 parameters to be inverted.

parameter range constraint

thickness

layer 1 0.2–2.8 km
total thickness 10 kmlayer 2 0.2–3.0 km

layer 3 0.2–4.0 km
layer 4 arbitrary

vP
layer 1 2–5 km/s

no low-velocity channel for vPlayer 2–4 2–7.2 km/s
vP /vS layer 1–4 1.41–3.0 no low-velocity channel for vS
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Fig. 1 Seismic stations are marked according to the strength of the observed fast long-period wave: strong – dark red, weak
– light red, absent – white. The classification is based on the ratio between the amplitudes of the PL wave and the strongest
wave group (surface waves) in the displacement record; the strong, weak, and absent PL waves refer to the ratio of about
50–100 %, 20–50 % and less than 20 %, respectively. Epicenter of the Efpalio earthquake is labeled by a green asterisk.
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epicentral distance 170 km). Highlighted by an ellipse is a strong fast long-period wave on the radial and vertical component
with prevailing period of about 8 seconds, starting simultaneously with the P-wave arrival. Arrows mark the approximate
arrival times of P wave and S wave.
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Fig. 3 Simultaneous inversion of 9 stations. All models for which the forward problem was solved are shown. Their misfit
function is presented by the rainbow spectrum from red (misfit less than 1.005 of the best value) to blue (misfit 1.16–1.32 of
the best one) with exponentially increasing width of color sets. Models with misfit worse than 1.32 of the best one are in gray.
Two models of the best group are displayed by black lines (the best one by the solid, an alternative one by the dashed line),
these models are considered in further study.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the real records (red) and synthetic seismograms (blue) calculated in the best model (Fig. 3). Example
of radial component at stations VLX (left) and PYL (right) are shown. Additional stations are shown in electronic supplement.
Upper panels show velocity records filtered up to 0.3 Hz, as used in the inversion. In the lower panels there are displacement
records up to 10 Hz shown to make the PL wave seen in context of other waves (these high-frequency records were not used
in the inversion). Intention was to simulate the PL wave between the P- and S -wave arrival (encircled).
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Fig. 5 Radial component of a synthetic seismograms calculated in three different ways. Standard modal summation (gray)
corresponds to DWN (red) only at slower wavegroups and does not explain the PL wave (encircled). Extended modal summation
(blue) corresponds to DWN except P body wavegroup; the PL wave is explained very well. The velocity model obtained by
complete waveform inversion was used. The seismogram is from a station in epicentral distance 170 km. The source depth is
6.6 km.
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Fig. 6 Mechanism of creating the PL wave using extended modal summation. Every panel shows a sum of the first n modes
(red) and individual contributions of modes (see the tightly clustered family of blue curves), plotted in the same scale as the
sum. The results for n = 8, 11, 20 and 24 are shown in panels a, b, c and d, respectively. The PL wave is present only in the
last two cases. The mostly contributing modes are between 11th and 20th in this particular example.
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Fig. 7 The amplitude of the PL wave is dependent on the epicentral distance, station azimuth and source depth. We compared
amplitude of PL wave (the first positive maximum in the seismogram) with the largest maximum of Rayleigh wave (panels e
and f, measured values shown by arrows). The best model from inversion (Fig. 3) and parameters of the Efpalio earthquake
(Table 1) are used. We measured amplitudes in synthetic seismograms provided by extended modal summation. The ratio of
the PL wave versus Rayleigh wave is 30–35 % in direction perpendicular to strike while ∼20 % in strike direction (panel a).
The ratio is slightly decreasing (from 35 % to 25 % considering azimuth 192◦) in distances 60–200 km; it is much higher in
distances shorter than 60 km (panel b). The ratio depends on the source depth with maximum at the source depth ∼5 km
(panel c). The eigenfunctions (for period 5 s) of modes contributing the PL wave have maxima at similar depth (panel d). The
change of seismogram shape in the epicentral distance of 169 km is illustrated for depth of 5.4 and 25.4 km in panels e and f,
respectively; note the different vertical scale.
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Fig. 8 Top: Dispersion curves of the PL waves for synthetic records at different stations. The best model from inversion
(Fig. 3) and parameters of the Efpalio earthquake (Table 1) are used. For comparison, the dispersion curve of the fundamental
mode of the Rayleigh model at station PYL is also shown. Bottom: Radial component of synthetic seismogram (red) for the
Efpalio earthquake at station PYL (Pylos, epicentral distance 170 km) and the wave group corresponding to dispersion curve
(blue): PL wave (left) and Rayleigh wave (right). Black arrows mark the approximate arrival times of P wave and S wave.


